Sprouting Interneurons in Mushroom Bodies of Adult Cricket Brains
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ABSTRACT
In crickets, neurogenesis persists throughout adulthood for certain local brain interneurons, the Kenyon cells in the mushroom bodies, which represent a prominent compartment for sensory integration, learning, and memory. Several classes of these neurons originate from a perikaryal layer, which includes a cluster of neuroblasts, surrounded by somata that provide the mushroom body’s columnar neuropil. We describe the form, distribution, and cytology of Kenyon cell groups in the process of generation and growth in comparison to developed parts of the mushroom bodies in adult crickets of the species Gryllus bimaculatus. A subset of growing Kenyon cells with sprouting processes has been distinguished from adjacent Kenyon cells by its prominent f-actin labelling. Growth cone-like elements are detected in the perikaryal layer and in their associated sprouting fiber bundles. Sprouting fibers distant from the perikarya contain ribosomes and rough endoplasmic reticulum not found in the dendritic processes of the calyx. A core of sprouting Kenyon cell processes is devoid of synapses and is not invaded by extrinsic neuronal elements. Measurements of fiber cross-sections and counts of synapses and organelles suggest a continuous gradient of growth and maturation leading from the core of added new processes out to the periphery of mature Kenyon cell fiber groups. Our results are discussed in the context of Kenyon cell classification, growth dynamics, axonal fiber maturation, and function. J. Comp. Neurol. 508:153–174, 2008. © 2008 Wiley-Liss, Inc.
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There is increasing evidence for de novo formation of neurons in mature brains of both vertebrates and invertebrates (Scharff, 2000; Cayre et al., 2002). Secondary neurogenesis is based on persisting neural stem cells that are part of the normal brain’s cellular complement and that generate neurons throughout adult life (Cayre et al., 2002; Gould and Gross, 2002; Taupin and Gage, 2002). Furthermore, secondary neurogenesis in mature brains is generally not randomly distributed in diverse brain regions but is confined to some areas and neuron types (Cayre et al., 1996). Mitotic activities and cell proliferation in adult insect brains were detected at an early stage (Panov, 1957) and studied comparatively (for review see Cayre et al., 2002). Neurogenesis in adult brains appears to be more widespread in hemimetabolous insects but is also encountered in forms with complete metamorphosis (Rossbach, 1962; Bieber and Fuldner, 1979; Cayre et al., 2002; Dufour and Gadenne, 2006). In all cases studied, massive postlarval proliferation of neurons in adult insects has been identified in cell body clusters associated with the paired mushroom bodies (MBs). These neuropils are formed by a distinctive class of local interneurons, the Kenyon cells (KCs), and by relay neurons connecting the MBs with other brain regions. Different morphological classes of KCs (Schürmann, 1987; Strausfeld et al., 1998; Farris and Sinakevitch, 2003) emerge sequentially. They provide long axon-like processes, arranged in parallel that form these typical columnar neuropils. In the adult house cricket, KCs additionally...
generated in the adult make up about 20% of an estimated total of 50,000 KCs in one MB (Malaterre et al., 2002). The neuroblasts and their progeny of the developing neurons are central in the mass of perikarya within the cup-shaped calyx. They give rise to a compact central core of fibers descending from the calyx into the stalk and lobes (see Fig. 1a).

MBs were earlier considered to be brain regions involved in the initiation and control of behaviors (Huber, 1960) or to represent major second-order neuropils involved in chemosensory and other sensory integration processes (Erber et al., 1987). Several studies have accumulated convincing evidence that MBs are centers required for some forms of learning and memory (Menzel, 2001; Pascual and Preat, 2001; Heisenberg, 2003; Schwärzel and Muller, 2006). Newly emerging neurons, growth processes, and even structural dynamics of synapses can be visualized by cellular and molecular marking techniques (Farris and Sinakevitch, 2003; Zhu et al., 2003; Martini and Davis, 2005). One molecule that indicates sites of neuronal growth and that is important for synaptic plasticity is f-actin (Matus, 1999; Dillon and Goda, 2005). This filamentous protein occurs at pre- and postsynaptic parts of neurons (Rössler et al., 2002; Dillon and Goda, 2005) and has been localized at KCs of certain species (Kurusu et al., 2002; Farris and Sinakevitch, 2003; Farris et al., 2004; Frambach et al., 2004). F-actin accumulates in dendritic tips of different KC types in some insect species but is dispersed within other MB regions (Frambach et al., 2004; Groh et al., 2004, 2006). The distribution and amounts of f-actin apparently depend on development and are specific for certain cell types within established functional networks of adult neurons.

The present paper describes structural characters of newly formed and sprouting KCs in the adult brain of an insect, the cricket Gryllus bimaculatus. For light microscopy, we used fluorescent phalloidin-f-actin staining and immunocytological approaches that indicate organelles and synapses. Diagnostic sites in insect neuropil are often minute (Watson and Schürmann, 2002) and beyond the resolution limit of the light microscope. Therefore, to corroborate and verify light microscopic indications of synapses, organelles, and glia-neuron relationship, we also performed electron microscopic studies to resolve vesicles, organelles, and membrane specializations that together constitute typical synaptic sites. These ultrastructural investigations give further insight into KC growth and the integration of newly generated processes into established circuitry. Sampling by electron microscopy has provided measurable data for comparing KC fibers at different stages of development. A brief account of parts of this study has been published in abstract form (Masahy et al., 2003).

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Animals

Male and female crickets of Gryllus bimaculatus were raised in the Institute's breeding colony at constant temperature (28°C) under a 12-hour/12-hour light/dark cycle. More than 110 adult animals (aged 1 week, 2 weeks, or 2 months after imaginal moult) and five last-instar larvae were used for light microscopy and 15 adult animals (aged 1 week, 2 weeks, or up to 2 months) for electron microscopy.

Histological and immunocytological procedures

Dissected brains from cold-anesthetized crickets were fixed overnight in 4% formaldehyde (freshly made from paraformaldehyde) in 0.1 M phosphate-buffered saline (pH 7.3 or pH 6.9 for histone immunocytology) at 4°C. Serial vibratome sections (30–50 μm) of the brains were subjected to phalloidin-f-actin staining and to immunocytochemical and other histological procedures. For f-actin detection, sections were incubated for 4 hours at room temperature with Alexa fluor 488-conjugated phalloidin (Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR; for details see Rössler et al., 2002). Propidium iodide (Sigma, St. Louis, MO; 20 μg/ml in PBS) without RNAse treatment was employed for staining nuclei and cytoplasm of neuronal and glial cells (for protocol see Devaud et al., 2003). For synapsin immunostaining, sections were permeabilized with 0.1% saponin in PBS.

Fig. 1. a: Scheme of one of the paired mushroom bodies with Kenyon cell perikaryal layer (PL) and neuropil compartments of the anterior calyx (AC) and posterior calyx (PC), pedunculus (PE), α-lobe (AL), and β-lobe (BL). Note that the distinct Kenyon cell fiber bundle (dark areas) descending from PC along lateral parts of PE does not ascend to the top of AL and occupies a medial position in BL (γ-lobe division); fibers of developed (gray areas) and of growing Kenyon cells (white areas) descending from AC end at the top of AL and BL. These abbreviations are also used in the subsequent figures. b–j: Differential f-actin distribution in the mushroom bodies and surrounding neuropil. Phalloidin-f-actin staining (green) of vibratome sections (thick arrowheads) in peripheral parts of the somatic layer. Frontal section. c: Cup-shaped anterior calyx showing tiny fascicles (thin arrows) projecting from the center (thick arrow) to the glomerular layer of AC (compare c,f). Horizontal section. f–h: Additional Kenyon cell labelling with antiphosphohistone mitosis marker (magenta). Strong staining of large mitotic somata in the cluster of sprouting Kenyon cells together with weakly stained small Kenyon cell somata. f: The growing cells in the somatic layer of Kenyon cells form a massive central bundle of f-actin-stained fibers (arrows) descending through the inner nonglomerular part of AC to the central part of the PE cylinder. F-actin-stained centrifugal fascicles running to the glomerular layer of AC were detected in the calyx exclusively, never in PE, AL, or BL. Frontal section. g,h: Mitotic nuclei in the cluster of developing cells (asterisks); in g gamma value 1.6. Frontal section. i: Net-like f-actin staining in the conic cluster of presumptive Kenyon cell somata (asterisk). Some Kenyon cell somata (magenta) were labelled with fluorescent dextran by axonal back-filling at the top of AL. They were found not within the f-actin web but outside its rim. Horizontal section. j: Portion of the central core area of PE with lateral protrusions (arrowheads). Longitudinal section at high magnification. Scale bars = 50 μm in b–f,i; 20 μm in g,h; 5 μm in j.
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Drosophila synapsin 1 isoform (SYNORF1; dilution 1:1,000 in 0.5% blocking buffer, at 4°C overnight; for a
detailed protocol see Fabian-Fine et al., 1999). The antiserum SYNORF1 (kindly provided by Dr. Buchner, Würz-
burg, Germany) was raised by Klagg et al. (1996) against a fusion protein consisting of glutathione-S-
transferase and synapsin protein. The antibody specificity
was confirmed in Drosophila nervous tissue by the ab-
sence of immunolabelling in mutants lacking synapsin
(Godenschwege et al., 2004). The antibody directed against Drosophila synapsin, marking brain compart-
ments in Drosophila (Godenschwege et al., 2004), has been used for selectively labelling neuropil with synaptic
vesicle pools in several arthropods (crustaceans: Harzsch
et al., 1997; spiders: Fabian-Fine et al., 1999; insects: Frambach et al., 2004; Leitinger et al., 2004), including
also corresponding MB compartments in bees and crickets
(Frambach et al., 2004; Okada et al., 2007). Synapsin-like
labelling was visualized using goat-anti-mouse IgG cou-
pled to Cy3 (dilution 1:100; Jackson, Dianova; Hamburg,
Germany). By light microscopy, immunostaining of the
aptic vesicle-containing fiber profiles by immunoelectron
microscopy has previously been demonstrated in MBs of
the cricket (Frambach et al., 2004) and for grasshoppers
(Leitinger et al., 2004), whereas fibers devoid of vesicles
were not stained.

α-Tubulin was demonstrated immunocytochemically
using a monoclonal antibody directed against acetylated
α-tubulin (dilution 1:1,000; product No. T6793; Sigma).
Acetylated tubulin from the sea urchin Strongylocentrotus
purpuratus was used as the immunogen, and a monocolo-
nal antibody against acetylated tubulin (mouse IgG2b iso-
type) was derived from the hybridoma produced by fusion
of mouse myeloma cells from immunized mouse. The
antibody has been successfully employed to detect acety-
lated α-tubulins from various organisms, including pro-
tista, plants, invertebrates, and vertebrates (Le Dizet and
Piperno, 1987). It stains selectively tubulins in arthropods
(Harzsch et al., 1997; Tucker et al., 2004) and annelids
(Voronenzhskaya et al., 2002), especially in nerve cell
somata and in axonal fibers with gathered microtubuli.
Therefore, tracts and nerves can be visualized and traced
similarly to tracing in silver- or gold-stained insect ner-
vous systems (see Strausfeld, 1976). Tubulin labelling
was performed according to the protocol used for nerve cells
and neuronal tracts (Harzsch et al., 1997). For tubulin/ phalloidin-f-actin double labelling, Alexa Fluor 488-
conjugated phalloidin was added to the secondary anti-
body as described above. The first antitubulin antibody prevented staining of 

Mitotic cells in the MBs were detected by immunocyto-
chemistry with a rabbit polyclonal antisemur against
phosphorylated histone H3 (lot 23 136, Upstate Biotech-
nology, Lake Placid, NY). This antibody recognizes specif-
ically histone H3 of approximately 17 kD (immunogen
KLH-conjugated peptide, corresponding to amino acids
7–20 of human histone H3) during mitosis and has been
shown to mark mitotic chromosome condensation in a
wide range of eukaryotes, including insects (Hendzel et
al., 1997). It labels dividing MB KC neuroblasts in pupal
stages (Malun et al., 2003). Mitotic events visualized by
immunocytochemical histone marking (this study), exclu-
sively in the KC proliferation zone of adult cricket mush-
room bodies, have been correspondingly shown at the
same site with the 5-bromo-2’-deoxyuridin (BrdU) tech-
nique (Cayre et al., 1996). Thoroughly rinsed vibratome
slices were preincubated in 5% normal goat serum (NGS)
in PBS containing 0.1% Triton X-100 for 1.5 hours before
incubation with antiphosphohistone H3 mitosis marker
(dilution 1:200 in PBS) for 24 hours (for details see Har-
zsch et al., 1999; Malun et al., 2003). For visualization,
Cy3-conjugated goat anti-rabbit secondary antibody was
used. To label KC fibers and somata, small pieces of crys-
talline dextran conjugated with tetramethylrhodamine
(3,000 MW; Molecular Probes) were placed on top of the
α-lobe within excised brains kept in insect Ringer saline.
After incubation for 1.5–3 hours, brains were fixed with
paraformaldehyde and sectioned as described above.

Double-labelling experiments (phalloidin/synapsin, phalloidin/tubulin, phalloidin/histone) were performed by
adding phalloidin solution to the secondary antibody so-
lution for 5 hours or as a second subsequent procedure
dextran/phalloidin). Sections were mounted in buffer-
glycerol solution (1:3).

Light microscopy and image improvement
Convventional brightfield and fluorescence microscopy
was performed on a Zeiss Axioskop with a HBO50 mer-
cury lamp and Plan-Neofluar optics. Images (eight bits per
colour channel, 1,315 × 1,033 pixels) were taken with a
cooled Spot CCD camera (Diagnostic Instruments). Gen-
ernally, we improved intensity and contrast by linear oper-
ations (additive and/or multiplicative) on the whole image
area to make optimal use of the eight-bit range of pixel
values. Median 3 × 3 filtering was applied to some images.
Any other nonlinear modification (gamma adjustment) is
specified in the legends of the figures to which it applies.

Excitation wavelengths of 488 nm and 543 nm were
used on a Zeiss LSM510 laser scanning confocal micro-
scope equipped with 10/0.3 (dry) and 40/1.3 (oil) Neofluar
objectives. Usually, images (eight or 12 bits/pixel, 512 ×
512 or 1,024 × 1,024 pixels) were recorded with the pin-
hole closed to 1 Airy unit and in sequential scanning mode
for double-stained preparations. Occasionally, 3 × 3 me-
dian filtering was applied for noise reduction. Most images
were enhanced by a linear stretch of the look-up table
(LUT) so that approximately 0.1% of all pixels were
brought to saturation (Photopaint 8; Corel). However,
with stacks of consecutive optical sections, application of
the same LUT to all sections often results in dark images
of low contrast from within the vibratome slice. When the
general histological structure of the preparation is fairly
homogeneous throughout the recorded stack, the intensity
histogram is expected to be the same at each z-level, and
any deformation of the intensity distribution will be
caused by unavoidable variations in illumination, fluoro-
phore concentration, and light detection, depending on
tissue thickness. To compensate for these complex and
interacting effects, the individual LUT of each image was
nonlinearly transformed to adjust the cumulative histo-
gram of pixel intensities to that of a reference image,
usually the brightest image of the focus series. This com-
putationally fast method (H. Gras, unpublished), which
avoids operator bias during image correction, was imple-
mented in the script language of ImageTool2.0 (http://ddsdx.uthscsa.edu/dig/itdesc.html).

**Electron microscopy, image improvement, and quantitative analysis**

Brains were immersed in a fixative of 2.5% glutaraldehyde in 0.1 M phosphate buffer (pH 7.4) overnight and postfixed in 2% OsO$_4$ for 2 hours following standard protocols (Robinson et al., 1987). Araldite-embedded total brains were cut using a diamond knife (frontal, sagittal, and horizontal section planes). For inspection of MBs, samples from 15 brains were examined. Horizontal serial semithin sections of the MB were achieved for one animal aged 1 week. Ultrathin sections (diameter 50–60 nm) were taken at intervals of 20 μm and mounted on slot grids in order to obtain total cross-sections of MB neuropil and contrasted with uranyl acetate and lead citrate. Sections were inspected and photographed using plates (size 8 × 10 cm) at primary magnifications ranging from ×2,500 to ×20,000 with a Zeiss EM 10B or Zeiss CEM 902A. To study changes in cross-sectional area of KCs and number of microtubules per fiber in the stalk, a linear sequence of micrographs (primary magnification ×10,000) was taken from the center to the periphery from one section. Images of similar size were selected every 3.5 μm and digitized at 1,200 dpi from the negative (Epson Perfection 2450 scanner), improved and analyzed with Photopaint 11 (Corel), Photoshop 7 (Adobe), and dedicated scripts for ImageTool2.0, followed by numerical data transfer to Excel (Microsoft) and Origin (Microcal) for further computations and display. In detail, we performed the following operations: After optional flat-field correction to compensate for intensity loss at the periphery of the image, the contrast was increased by adjusting the intensity of each pixel between 0 and 255 proportional to the minimum and maximum intensities found in its n × n neighborhood (n = 31, 51, or 71). The resulting image was binarized to detect the dark membranes, followed by a “close” operation to fuse disconnected elements. Combined as semitransparent red overlay with the contrast-enhanced original, the image was controlled for residual mistakes and manually corrected with white or red lines, respectively. The red channel of the verified RGB image was again binarized so that subsequent object detection identified areas of cytoplasm (fiber cross-sections), rejecting objects in contact with the image border. Automatic object analysis (ImageTool 2.0) finally determined some numerical parameters, of which only fiber number and fiber area are used in this study (see Fig. 12). Structural complexity and uneven electron density in different micrographs prevented a reliable automatic detection of microtubules, so they were counted manually within the same fibers. Similarly, from other micrographs (primary magnification ×4,000) numbers of synapses and mitochondria in different regions of one MB were counted manually within consecutive 3 × 3 μm$^2$ squares placed along a line between central fiber bundle and periphery (see Fig. 13).

**RESULTS**

**F-actin in the MBs**

Fluorescent phalloidin-f-actin staining marks neuropil compartments (Rössler et al., 2002) and even distinct differences of f-actin distribution at the nerve cell level (Frambach et al., 2004). Longitudinal subdivisions of the cricket’s MBs are also discriminated by phallloidin-f-actin labelling (Figs. 1, 2). In cricket MBs, separate anterior and posterior perikaryal areas (Fig. 1a) give rise to three classes each with separate distributions in the MBs subdivisions (Schürmann, 1973; Schürmann et al., 2000; Frambach et al., 2004). Large class III KC neurons extend their spiny dendrites into the posterior calyx, and their bundles of descending axons form the marginal pedunculus and peripheral parts of the α-lobe (vertical lobe) and β-lobe (medial lobe). Class II and class I KC dendrites are restricted to the anterior calyx. Their descending axons...
Figure 3
form the major part of the pedunculus and a columnar subdivision in the α-lobe and β-lobe. Tiny fibers of class I KCs form bundles at the central (core) parts of the pedunculus, α-lobe, and marginal ventrolateral portions of the β-lobe.

In last-instar larvae and throughout adult life, proliferating KCs, which are revealed by BrdU labelling (Cayre et al., 2002) and by antibodies against phosphohistone mitosis marker, are confined to a cone-like cluster that is centrally located among KC perikarya within the cup-shaped anterior rind (Fig. 1b,d,g–i). No mitotic events have been found within class III KCs in mature brains. F-actin staining of proliferating cells appears as a net-like area (Fig. 1h,i), prominent against the surrounding older and more developed neurons. Perikarya of this proliferation zone could not be stained with fluorescent dextran by back-filling experiments via the α-lobe top (Fig. 1i). In contrast, dextran-labelled KC somata at the margin of the f-actin web-like arrangement reveal axon-like processes fully extended into the stalk and lobes. The cluster of perikarya of developing KCs, which shows strong phalloidin-actin staining, gives rise to a compact bundle of KC processes, which can be followed through the central anterior calyx, into its stalk, and then to the tips of the lobes (Figs. 1b,c,e,f,2). This intensely stained central core of processes is of a cylinder-like form (diameter 5–8 μm) with fuzzy margins (Figs. 1j, 2) and is equipped with radial extensions in the anterior calyx and lobes. This bundle is surrounded by unlabelled axon-like processes of developed KCs.

In the anterior calyx, small phalloidin-actin-stained fascicles (diameters up to 2 μm) emerge from the central core fiber bundle (Fig. 1d–f) and project radially toward the microglomeruli in the anterior calyx, each microglomerulus representing the site of convergence between a bouton from an antennal lobe projection neuron and the postsynaptic spines of KC dendrites (Schürmann, 1974; Yassyama et al., 2002). The fuzzy margin of the central core fiber bundle suggests sprouting of collaterals from the thin axon-like processes of developing KCs into the surrounding ensembles of mature KC axons. The microglomerular organization of the anterior and posterior calyx is revealed by their strong phalloidin-actin affinity (Fig. 1b,d–f), which accumulates at subsynaptic tips of the KC dendrites (Frambach et al., 2004). Other elements that stain with phalloidin-f-actin, but not as intensely as those stained within the central core, occur around the margins of the core (Figs. 1f, 2) in locations where synapses are first encountered (see below).

Antitubulin immunocytochemistry (Fig. 3a–c) reveals bundles of KC fibers that are arranged in parallel and suggest an affinity with mature KCs. For example, the cluster of newly emerging KC perikarya appears to be mainly free of tubulin-like immunostaining. Antitubulin labelling analyzed in stacks of confocal images could only partially be related to core fiber bundles rich in f-actin, and there were mainly at the margin of the core. Beyond the margins, KCs show strong affinity to antitubulin.

We found variable labelling of the perilemma sheath by phalloidin-actin and by antitubulin antibody reactivity (Fig. 3a–c). Glial and tracheal cell nuclei were clearly labelled by propidium iodide staining (Fig. 3d–g). These elements are located at the border between the cell body (perikaryal) rind and neuropil. They also demarcate discrete neuropils as well as subdivisions within the MB itself. Confocal imaging was unable to detect actin-rich glial protrusions that invade MB neuropil, although minute glial extensions are seen in electron micrographs.

We suggest that the radial phalloidin-f-actin-positive fascicles in the anterior calyx are neuronal elements. We have so far considered prominent amounts of f-actin in MB calycal microglomeruli, at KC dendrites, and in the central core area, composed of gathered fibers of sprouting KCs, besides other neuropil areas of weaker phalloidin-f-actin staining in MB subdivisions containing synapses of intrinsic and extrinsic neurons.

**Synapsin distribution**

Occurrence and distribution of putative synaptic sites were investigated immunocytochemically by light microscopy employing an antibody raised against *Drosophila* synapsin (Klagges et al., 1996), which in crickets specifically marks presynaptic sites filled with synaptic vesicles and presynaptic boutons in MBs of bees and ants (Frambach et al., 2004). Synapsin-like immunolabelling is absent in the core of developing and sprouting KC processes (Fig. 4a,b). High-resolution confocal images collected from stacks revealed small synapsin-like spots in the anterior calyces adjacent to phalloidin-f-actin-stained fascicles. These fiber bundles project radially from the central core to the peripheral zone of synaptic microglomeruli (Fig. 4e–g).

Because of the limitations of resolution, it was not possible to determine whether the synapsin-immunoreactive spots were situated within phalloidin-f-actin-stained dendritic elements. These putative synaptic complexes also appear to occur separately from phalloidin-f-actin-stained fascicles (Fig. 4g). Minute presynaptic spots were also detected within subdivisions of the lobes equipped with axon-like processes from class II KCs (Fig. 4h). In the α- and β-lobes (Fig. 4i,j), which are packed with axon-like KC processes that contain abundant presynaptic vesicles (Schürmann, 1972, 1974), synapsin-like spots could not be analyzed in...
sufficient detail by confocal imaging. However, it is obvious that synapsin is nonhomogeneously distributed in the subdivisions of the lobes (Fig. 4i,j). Synapsin-like staining patterns change along the length of the vertical and medial lobes. The core bundle of sprouting and developing KC processes is devoid of synapsin label. Also, extrinsic fibers invading the central core of the calyces, pedunculus, and lobes were not detected by light microscopy.

**Ultrastructure of growing and mature KCs**

Sprouting KC axonal fibers can be discriminated from older KCs not only by light but also by electron microscopy because of their prominent density (Figs. 5–10). Systematic investigation of sprouting KCs in the core fiber bundle compared with other KCs outside the core was facilitated by the neat concentric organization of KC processes. Special attention was given to the expression of ribosomes, rough endoplasmic reticulum, microtubules, mitochondria, and synapses.

**Perikaryal rind**

KC perikarya surrounding the central core of mitotic and developing cells are typically less osmophilic (Fig. 5a–c). Developing cells give rise to interdigitating extensions that are equipped with growth cone-like structures and filopodia (Figs. 5d–g, 6). These protrusions contain ribosomes, endoplasmic reticulum, microtubules, and mitochondria. Axonal fibers of mature KCs are devoid of ribosomes. The central core of sprouting KCs that enters the anterior calyx also shows irregularly shaped fibers and growth cone-like elements. Within the cup of KC perikarya, beneath its origin from newly generated perikarya and close to the level of calycal neuropil, the compact and strongly osmophilic fiber bundle of downward-growing processes is surrounded by the electron-lucent neurites of mature KCs (Figs. 6a, 7a).

Whereas glial sheaths typically ensheath somata of mature KCs (Fig. 5c), mitotic and sprouting cell bodies within the proliferating cluster are not separated by glial processes. Glial projections with electron-lucent cytoplasm do, however, invade the zone of outward-growing KC fibers. These glial projections, which are resolved only by electron microscopy, are associated with other electron-dense profiles suggestive of degenerating elements (Figs. 6a–c, 7, 8) with contact to KC fibers.

**Neuropil**

In the anterior calyx, newly generated KC fibers of the compact core extend collaterals radially that are directed toward microglomerular neuropil (Fig. 8a–c). These fiber bundles are here identified as presumptive KC dendrites. Their minute size precluded tracing them deep into the calyx, and it is not known whether at this stage of development they participate in functional synapses. Equivalent bundles of dendrites belonging to mature KCs, however, show synaptic complexes en passant before reaching their final destinations at microglomeruli (compare synapsin-immunoreactive spots in Fig. 4e–g). Large areas filled with electron-dense material were observed within the calyx and also in deeper layers of the core region of the perikaryal rind (Figs. 7d–f, 8a–e). This osmophilic material is interpreted as degenerating cellular debris and gives rise to minute prolongations that are accompanied by glial cytoplasm and that contact KC fibers. The processes from newly generated KCs also send out minute collaterals into this matrix. Those fibers also exhibit growth cone-like features and can be equipped with ribosomes and rough endoplasmic reticulum (Figs. 7, 8f,g).

The osmophilic core of downward-growing fibers extends through the pedunculus and as far as the tips of the vertical and medial lobes (Figs. 9, 10). Sagittal and cross-sections of the core corroborate immunocytological observations in that core fibers are devoid of synaptic vesicles and synaptic sites. Likewise, ribosomes were not seen in core fibers except at levels within and above the calyx. The osmophilic central core is surrounded by a ring of thin electron-lucent KC axons the diameters of which increase with distance from the core. These axons also lack synaptic organelles (Figs. 9a,b). This population of electron-lucent profiles that surrounds the osmophilic core is itself surrounded by mature KC axons (belonging to class II KCs) that do exhibit synaptic sites with extrinsic neuron profiles (Fig. 10c). The latter often extend across bundles of KC axons, but they invade the lobe only up to the core's margin (Fig. 9). In summary, the distribution of synapses as revealed by electron microscopy corresponds to the distribution of synapsin revealed by immunocytoLOGY and confocal microscopy.

The MB's calyx, pedunculus, and lobes contain glial cytoplasmic projections that originate from glial cell bod-

---

**Fig. 4.** Differential distribution of synapsin and f-actin in mushroom bodies and circumferential neuropil, phalladin-f-actin staining (green); antisynapsin immunolabelling (magenta). a,b: Central brain neuropil, overview. Note intense antisynapsin labelling in glomerular AC and in α-lobe parts (AL) and in the central body (CB). Ocellar tracts (thin arrows) show massive antisynapsin labelling but lack f-actin. Synapsin and f-actin are missing mainly in lateral pedunculus parts and in portions of the neuropil outside mushroom bodies. Strong f-actin staining of the sprouting cell cluster and central core areas (arrows); a: frontal section, magenta channel gamma = 2; b: horizontal section, magenta channel linearly stretched to saturation of 3% of all pixels. c–g: Antisynapsin labelling of spot-like synaptic complexes in inner parts of the AC; strong f-actin labelling of the central core area and its centrifugal projections. Synaptic complexes may or may not accompany the f-actin fascicles; horizontal sections. c–f: Seventh to tenth of consecutive optical slices (depth 0.8 μm each), the intensity histograms of which have been adjusted to the first slice of the image stack. c: Central core area with spoke-like centrifugal projections toward the glomerular layer of AC. The central core area has a fuzzy margin with numerous indentations. Note the tiny synaptic complexes in the inner parts of the calyx; horizontal section. d–f: Series of subsequent optical sections (thickness 0.8 μm) to show the extension of synaptic spots and of f-actin fascicles. g: Stereo image (7° divergence angle), maximum projections of the fourth to thirteenth slice (thickness 0.8 μm) of the same image stack with adjusted intensities. Note that this is not a magenta-green anaglyphic image; instead, the two half-images are to be fused with a stereoscopic magnifier or with naked eyes. h: Upper pedunculus (asterisk) with tiny synaptic spot-like areas as found in the calyx, missing in the central core area (arrow). i: Cross-section through basal parts of the α-lobe showing partial intense antisynapsin labelling, e.g. in peripheral parts containing fiber bundles of large Kenyon cells (asterisk) but not in the central core area (arrow). j: Cross-sections through β-lobe, differential antisynapsin staining of subdivisions, strong labelling of medial fiber bundles of large Kenyon cells (γ-lobe part). In the β-lobe, the f-actin-stained central core complex (arrow) is gradually shifted to the lateral margin. Scale bars = 200 μm in a,b; 20 μm in c–j.
Fig. 5. Proliferating cells at the top of the perikaryal layer of Kenyon cells (KC); electron microscopy, horizontal section (see scheme for section plane). a,b: The cluster of mitotic and sprouting cells surrounding a central mass of interdigitating fibers (central core area; asterisk) can be discriminated by its enhanced electron density from developed KCs (see c) and glia (GL). c: Developed KC somata are separated by glial sheaths (arrows). d: Light glial cytoplasm (GL) intrudes the proliferative cluster, next to an adjacent KC. e,f: The central core area is filled with irregularly shaped fiber profiles of presumptive KCs. Fibers show abundant free ribosomes, rough endoplasmic reticulum (arrow), and microtubules (arrowhead). g: Central core with interdigitating filopodia (arrows). Scale bars = 2 μm in a,c; 5 μm in b; 0.5 μm in d,e,g; 0.3 μm in f.
Fig. 6. Perikaryal layer of Kenyon cells (KCs) beneath the proliferative cell cluster (section level see scheme; compare Fig. 5). 

a: A mass of strongly osmiophilic sprouting fibers of the central core (asterisk) surrounded by transversely cut fiber profiles of more developed KCs descending to the calyx; a light glial cell (GL) in a marginal position of the central core. The central fiber mass is encircled and invaded by dark material of decaying cellular components (triangles).

b: Enlarged central region as indicated in a. 

c: Further enlargement of central core as indicated in b, showing polymorphous fibers with microtubules (arrowhead). Central core polymorphous fibers with tubules (arrowhead), ribosomes, and rough endoplasmic reticulum (arrow). The electron-dense strands of decaying material (triangles) contact glial cells and neuronal fibers directly. Scale bars = 5 μm in a; 0.5 μm in b; 0.3 μm in c.
Fig. 7. Central core region at the border of the somatic layer and AC (section level see scheme). a: The voluminous dark areas (triangles) intrude the fiber mass of Kenyon cell axons and the central core area (asterisk). b: Note dark fiber profile (arrow) directed perpendicularly to the transversely cut Kenyon cell axons; decaying material (triangle). c: Osmiophilic collateral of a Kenyon cell axon (arrowhead); dark decaying material (triangles) surrounded by Kenyon cell fibers. d–f: Osmiophilic extracellular material (triangles) in direct contact to glial cytoplasm (arrows). Scale bars = 5 μm in a; 1 μm in b; 0.4 μm in c,e; 0.5 μm in d; 0.3 μm in f.
Fig. 8. Central parts of the AC in horizontal sections (section level see scheme). 

a: Central core (asterisk) with polymorphous fiber profiles holds many electron-dense compartments with degenerating material (triangles); centrifugal and centripetal fiber branches (arrows). 

b,c: Fibers with extensions (arrowheads) toward electron-dense compartments (triangles); ribosomes (arrow). 

d,e: Kenyon cell fibers adjacent to an extracellular compartment (triangle) with cellular debris (arrow). e: Note granulated contents of the extracellular space and the neighboring Kenyon cell membranes. 

f,g: Irregularly shaped fibers with ribosomes (arrow). Scale bars = 2 μm in a; 0.5 μm in b,c; 0.3 μm in d,g; 0.1 μm in e; 1 μm in f.
Fig. 9. Central core areas (asterisks) of a- lobe (a,b) and pedunculus (c) in cross-sections (section level see scheme). 

a,b: The innermost part of central core with polymorphous fibers gives off fiber branches. The electron density of fibers gradually decreases in a centrifugal direction, and the diameter of axonal fibers increases. A zone of light Kenyon cell fibers complexes devoid of synapses exhibits a low amount of small mitochondria. Peripheral fiber masses contain synaptic contacts (thin arrows) and extrinsic neuronal profiles (thick arrow). 

c: In the pedunculus, the central core (asterisk) is similarly encircled by tiny fibers. Extrinsic fibers (thick arrows) contact tiny Kenyon cell axons (compare Fig. 10c). Scale bars = 2 µm in a; 1 µm in b; 2 µm in c.
gies mainly outside the MB. These glial processes provide sheathing partially around parallel subdivisions in the lobes or their corresponding zones in the calyces. Electron-dense matrix associated with a system of glial intrusions, most prominent in the anterior calyces, contains the debris of what is interpreted as degenerated cellular material. Although we could not classify this matrix into transitional stages typical of the degeneration process, we occasionally encountered in our material pycnotic KC perikarya and areas of obviously degenerating profiles (Fig. 11) but did not find massive signs of degeneration or considerable extracellular space filled with electron-dense material associated with glia. In summary, cross-sections of the stalk and lobes reveal the three concentric zones, as defined by their electron opacity and synaptic organelles: these are, from the center to periphery, the dark central core, its surround of small-diameter KC axons lacking synapses, and around this mature class II and III KC axons that contribute to synaptic interactions with invading extrinsic neurons.

**Distribution of organelles**

Both light microscopy and electron microscopy of MBs suggest dynamic growth processes associated with core fibers and the central cohort of newly generated cell bodies above the anterior calyx. To substantiate these qualitative observations, diameters of fibers and their equipment with organelles were assessed systematically from large EM montages collected from different levels of the calyx, stalk, and lobes (Figs. 12, 13). In the stalk, profile cross-sections appear irregularly shaped in the central core, often forming small protrusions interpreted here as sectioned growth cones. The very smallest fiber profiles at the core center have diameters of about 0.15 μm. From the central core outward, fiber diameters progressively increase. The largest that participate in synaptic connections correspond to class II KC fibers, and these are clearly separated from the cohort of even larger class III KC axons that will contribute to the γ-division of the lobes. The number of microtubules within the axons also relates to fiber area (Fig. 12a). Data points represent means from test squares of identical sizes. Their coefficients of variation are quite similar, ranging between 0.097 and 0.136 for fiber area and between 0.096 and 0.107 for number of tubuli. The quotient of mean microtubule number and mean fiber area (Fig. 12b) varies from center to periphery in a somewhat complex manner. It shows a first minimum next to the KC I to KC II transition, increases progressively outward within the ensemble of class II KC axons ring, and decreases to a final minimum at the boundary between the class II and class III KC axons.

In the lobes, there is a similar increase of KC fiber diameter from the center outward. The lobes are wider compared with the stalk, because Kenyon cell fibers are equipped with blebs and short lateral projections, and there is a substantial contribution to the lobes by the terminals and dendrites of extrinsic fibers. The numbers of synapses (for definition and forms of chemical synapses in insects see Watson and Schürmann, 2002) and mitochondria (Fig. 13) were counted in electron micrographs from different section levels of calyx, stalk, and lobes as indicated. Synapse number increases toward centrifugal neuropil portions.

As in the pedunculus, the core is devoid of synapses. Synapse density increases outward among KC axons, representing different birth dates. However, the situation is made somewhat more complicated in that, farthest from the core, there are relatively few synapses (Fig. 13). This is because the KC axons are "diluted" by the presence of large profiles belonging to incoming and outgoing extrinsic arborsizations. Likewise, the incidence of mitochondria roughly parallels the distribution of synapses.

In summary, observations of MB ultrastructure confirm and elaborate on the confocal observations described above. Newly generated KCs in adult brains undergo progressive structural modifications to become fully matured.
KC neurons equipped with synaptic specializations. In the course of this maturation process, new KCs form dendrites in the anterior calyx, and new axons become displaced outward away from the center of the core to become integrated into cohorts of mature axons. The dynamics of growth, development, and synaptic integration are re-

Fig. 11. Degeneration in the mushroom bodies indicated by osmiophilic reaction of cellular material; a: light microscopy; b–e: electron microscopy. a: Some pycnotic KC somata (arrows); note osmiophilic patches (thick arrow) in the AC adjacent to the central core sprouting fiber mass (arrowhead). b: Degenerating Kenyon cell somata (asterisks) and intact neuronal perikarya (triangles) separated by glial sheaths (arrows); horizontal section. c: Degenerating elements (arrows) within the dark central core fiber complex lacking mitochondria; AC, sagittal section. d,e: Different aspects of degeneration (asterisks) at the rim of the central core; pedunculus, sagittal section. Scale bars = 20 μm in a; 2 μm in b; 1 μm in c–e.
DISCUSSION

In larval and adult crickets, a cone-like ensemble of neuroblasts, located midway above the anterior calyx, continues to generate new KCs, the processes of which grow down into the pedunculus and lobes to provide a discrete core of immature fibers. Cellular and subcellular features of sprouting KCs in the central core differ from those of surrounding mature KCs.

We will focus the discussion on the following points: 1) comparison of juvenile and adult forms of different species with sprouting KCs in core-like ensembles marked by phalloidin-f-actin and other molecules; 2) subcellular neuronal and glial features in growing neuropils indicating structural dynamics and transition; 3) morphological aspects of the status of sprouting KCs in the functional synaptic network of the MBs; and 4) revision of a previous classification of KCs in adult crickets.

The core of sprouting Kenyon cells

We have shown that mitotic and proliferative cell bodies of KCs are disposed as a cone-shaped cluster at the center of the dense mass of KC perikarya that overlies the anterior calyx. This cohort of neuroblasts can be identified both in larval and in adult brains of Gryllus bimaculatus by its affinity to antiphosphohistone immunolabelling. Among the cohort of newly generated KC somata, previously described in cricket MBs from BrdU staining, the oldest are farther away from the region of mitosis (Cayre et al., 2000; Malaterre et al., 2002).

Their outward-growing fibers form a compact central core intensely labelled by fluorescent phalloidin. Phalloidin-f-actin occurs in the tips of growth cones clearly demonstrated in insect cell culture (Tucker et al., 2004). High f-actin contents in compact fiber bundles have been similarly found in sprouting KC proliferation centers of immature larval and nymphal forms of different species (Kurusu et al., 2002; Farris and Sinakevitch, 2003; Farris et al., 2004), reflecting fiber growth and potential motility. In larval Drosophila, the sprouting central core fibers express fasciclin II, essential for their proper growth and organization of KCs, and can therefore be distinguished from surrounding developed KC axons (Kurusu et al., 2002). A recent study by Maynard et al. (2007) shows the distribution of the protein semaphorin 2a in adult MBs of the cricket Gryllus bimaculatus. Semaphorin is involved in axonal and dendritic guidance of developing neurons. There is an intense semaphorin-like immunolabelling of KC somata entouring the small, peripheral, unstained conus where mitotic activity takes place, and stained neuropil of calyx and pedunculus surrounds the unstained central core cylinder. The authors discuss their findings in the context of synapse formation and synaptic suppression. A suppression of synapse formation, mediated by semaphorin secretion, would fit with our observation on the lack of synapses in the central core column.

Addition and integration of newly formed KCs would require continuous remodelling in the calyces and other MB parts of adult crickets also involving extrinsic neurons. Dendritic growth and remodelling have been previously described in Drosophila KCs with the use of molecular genetic techniques (Zhu et al., 2003) and by morphological analysis of KCs through pupal and imagi-
Fig. 13. Distribution of synapses and mitochondria in the mushroom body neuropil; counts from thin section samples taken at different levels (horizontal gray lines in the scheme corresponding to overlayed coordinate systems). The samples represent montages of $3 \times 3$-μm$^2$ squares aligned centrifugally from the sprouting core of Kenyon cell fibers (white areas in the cylinder-like pedunculus and lobes) to the areas with developed Kenyon cell fibers at one side of the pedunculus and lobes. At all levels, the tendency to increase the numbers of synapses and mitochondria centrifugally from the sprouting area is observed. This reflects growth and functional integration of Kenyon cell fibers.
nal development of honey bees (Farris and Strausfeld, 2001). Structural plasticity in adult MBs of species devoid of adult neurogenesis has been found in the appearance of new postsynaptic spines of KC dendrites, enlargement of extrinsic presynaptic boutons, and MB volume changes (Durst et al., 1994; Gronenberg et al., 1996; Farris et al., 2001; Seid et al., 2005).

We detected phalloidin-f-actin labelling of patches and stripes outside the compact, strongly labelled central core in all neuropil portions containing synapsin and synaptic sites. These observations might indicate structural plasticity of developed neurons, also reported for presynaptic boutons and dendritic spines of vertebrate nervous systems (Dillon and Goda, 2005).

Ultrastructural characters of developing Kenyon cells

There have been relatively few studies of fine structural changes during neurogenesis in embryonic, larval, and adult central nervous systems of insects (for review see Meinertzhagen, 2001). They have focussed on the optic lobes (Meinertzhagen, 2001), antennal lobes (Salecker and Boeckh, 1995; Acebes and Ferrus, 2001; Brown et al., 2002; Devaud et al., 2003), and MBs of Drosophila (Technau and Heisenberg, 1982; Technau, 1984). The most detailed was that by Salecker and Boeckh (1995) describing successive modifications of labelled neurons in the antennal lobes. Here we were able to relate the distribution of fluorescent phalloidin-f-actin labelling in confocal sections with areas of high electron density in specific cell profiles, using conventional osmic acid fixation. This has allowed the identification of sprouting outgrowths from newly generated KC bodies and their downward-growing axons. However, we cannot exclude the possibility that the concentric zone of small-diameter and electron-lucent axons also expresses phalloidin-f-actin staining as well. These axons belong to KCs on their way to becoming mature.

The central core of sprouting cells is set off against surrounding older neurons by its strong electron density. Enhanced cytoplasmic electron density either is found in sprouting neural and glial cells (this study; Salecker and Boeckh, 1995) or represents decaying degenerating material in these cell types (Schürmann, 1987; Watts et al., 2003, 2004; Brown and Strausfeld, 2006). The glial system has been demonstrated to be crucially involved in growth processes sorting the neuropil into subdivisions and to serve for intimate contact with nerve cells (Tolbert and Oland, 1990; Rössler et al., 1999; Tucker et al., 2004). Our ultrastructural data on the KC perikaryal layer also show that areas just peripheral to the core of inward-growing KC axons reveal an electron-dense matrix with interspersed glial cell extensions.

Degenerating material in our study represents only a minority compared with bundles of intact through-running parallel KC fibers. This and the absence of abundant pycnotic KCs has been similarly noted for KCs of the house cricket (Cayre et al., 2005). In adult cricket brains, space required during addition of newly generated KCs is not produced by elimination of existing neurons, which is different from the situation noted for transient KCs in pupal stages of bees (Ganeshina et al., 2000). Instead, neurogenesis in adult cricket MBs contributes to an increase of MB volume (compare Scotto-Lomassese et al., 2003).

In adult crickets, small amounts of extracellular space partially invaded by growth cone-like extensions were found only in the perikaryal layer and in the inner parts of calyx central core. In contrast, the extracellular space in antennal lobe neuropil of the cockroach embryo is invaded and sequentially filled by freely extending growth cones and filopodia of growing fibers, contacting each other and, in later stages, forming polarized synapses in structured glomeruli (Salecker and Boeckh, 1995). We consider irregularly shaped fiber profiles gathered in the central core of cricket MBs to be growth cones. This central package of sprouting fibers should deliver the driving force for a centrifugal shift of more developed fibers in concentric arrangement, also previously proposed for preimaginal stages of development for hemi- and holometabolous insects (Cayre et al., 2000; Kurusu et al., 2002; Farris and Sinakevitch, 2003).

An interesting feature is the presence of abundant ribosomes and rough endoplasmic reticulum only in sprouting fibers of the central core, but not in mature KCs or in their dendritic arborizations. In the mature insect nervous systems, neuronal RNA and ribosomes are generally confined to the perikaryal layer (Schürmann, 1987), whereas free ribosomes and rough endoplasmic reticulum have been observed in neuronal and glial growth cones, in filopodia (Tolbert and Oland, 1990) and other large neuronal processes in embryonic neuropil (Salecker and Boeckh, 1995) as well as in growing neuromuscular junctions (Rheuben et al., 1999). Our findings of such subcellular components within core fibers therefore reveal persisting embryonic features within an adult neuropil.

Further evidence that development persists throughout adult life is suggested by fiber measurements and counts of organelles in representative sections of the calyx, pedunculus, and lobes. These clearly show a differential distribution from the center of the core outward that relates to age.

Structure of sprouting KCs and functional integration

A question is whether activity found in fully developed KCs may be influenced by newly generated fibers of the central core and adjacent surrounding tiny KC axons. The presence of synapses and transmitters/neuromodulators may point to synaptic activity or its preparation in newly formed neurons.

Evidence that the core of newly generated KC fibers does not participate in synaptic integration comes not only from the failure of immunolabelling to detect synapsin or synapses by electron microscopy in the core fibers but also from the complete absence of γ-aminobutyric acid (GABA)-ergic elements in the core. GABA is found exclusively in extrinsic neurons. Small GABA-like fibers, belonging to the vast GABAergic system in all compartments of MB neuropil, end at the margin of the central core of the pedunculus and the lobes (Strambi et al., 1998; Schürmann et al., 2000) but never invade it. GABA receptors are also absent from the phalloidin-positive core (Strambi et al., 1998).

Putative transmitters and neuropeptides shown in segregated classes of intrinsic MB KCs by histochemical and immunocytochemical studies (Schürmann, 1987; Schürmann and Erber, 1990; Bicker, 1999; Strausfeld et al., 2000; Sinakevitch et al., 2001; Nässel and Homberg, 2006) may be expressed in the central core. Downward-growing
axons of newly generated KCs in the cricket (Schürmann et al., 2000) and in the cockroach (Sinakevitch et al., 2001; Farris and Sinakevitch, 2003; Strausfeld et al., 2003) express glutamate, proposed as a putative transmitter (Xia et al., 2005). There is, however, still no experimental proof of the transmitter status of glutamate in MBs.

For interaction of mature KCs and central core elements gaseous nitric oxide (NO) indicated for KCs (Schürmann, 2006; Cayre et al., 2005) must be taken into account. Cayre et al. (2005) have recently presented evidence for NO generated in cricket KCs, shown by in situ hybridization of NO synthase-RNA in KC perikarya surrounding, but lacking in the spraying cells. NO synthesis is produced not in spraying KCs or in central core fibers but in surrounding more mature KCs and in the large KCs. NO could diffuse into the central core column. A recent study on grasshopper MBs (Ott et al., 2007) gives good evidence for NO diffusion from so-called KC fiber tubules to inner KC fiber bundles devoid of NO, indicating interaction between KC neuropil subdivisions. We conclude that the young central core KC fibers do not participate directly in synaptic signalling but may receive NO signal transfer before expressing morphological synapses.

**Classification of KCs**

Three discrete, nonisomorphic classes of morphologically distinct KCs have previously been distinguished in cricket MBs (Schürmann, 1973). These classes occupy separate MB subdivisions. Class III KCs form the γ-lobe portion of the β-lobe (for terminology compare Strausfeld, 2002). These KCs are all generated before imaginal hatching and represent the oldest group of KCs (Lee et al., 1999; Malaterre et al., 2002; Farris and Sinakevitch, 2003; Mizunami et al., 2004). It is noteworthy that class III neurons that contribute to the γ-divisions of the lobes are not augmented in adults by newly formed intrinsic KCs. Class I and II KCs of the anterior perikaryal rind form dendrites in the anterior calyx. The former type I KC with short dendrites and few spines and sparsely equipped with axonic blebs and collaterals had been set apart from type II KC. From our light and electron microscopic findings, we revise the classification of KC I and II types deduced from Golgi impregnations (Schürmann, 1973). We now regard class I neurons to be the maturing precursors of more elaborate class II cells. Categorization of KCs can be accorded only to mature neurons in the cricket and in other species (Strausfeld et al., 1998, 2003; Farris and Sinakevitch, 2003; for review see Fahrbach, 2006).

The central core is characterized by lack of extrinsic fibers invading it; the absence of chemical synapses; the absence of dendrites from it in the anterior calyx; and the fact that, except for the mysterious role of glutamate, no putative transmitter candidates can at present be attributed to it. From the available data, the core of developing KCs must be viewed as representing transient morphologies.
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